Create, build and bring to life a world without boundaries... the world of imagination!

Explore your imagination
The LEGO® brick, the ultimate creative toy, gives children the freedom to use their imagination and creativity to build a world all their own, developing original stories and play scenarios! From 4 to 16 years.

LEGO® DUPLO® bricks can be combined with LEGO bricks, which in turn can be combined with LEGO Technic bricks – so you can see, LEGO Bricks grow with you!

Unlock toddlers’ imagination
Give them their first taste of building and give them the satisfaction and pleasure of building something for themselves. From 1½ to 5 years.
LEGO TECHNIC

An authentic building challenge
True-to-life functions, such as pneumatics, working headlights and motors, and more complex elements offer a building challenge for the more advanced builder.
From 7 to 16 years
Contains 3 minifigures and 4 animals.

5593  Circus  
2-5 years.

5604  Supermarket  
2-5 years.

LEGO Ville

Sound
There's always something fun to do on the farm!

Use the conveyor belt to move the hay directly into the barn!

4972 Animals 1½-5 years.
4969 Tractor Fun 2-5 years.
4975 Farm 2-5 years.
Welcome to Dino Valley – where the cave men and friendly dinosaurs live peacefully together. But beware of the cheeky T-Rex, it’s sneaking around the corner and trying to steal their food.

5597 Dino Trap
3-6 years.

5598 Dino Valley
3-6 years.

5596 Dino Birthday
3-6 years.
There's never a dull moment in LEGO® Ville

- 5601 Fire Station
  2-5 years.
- 5603 Fire Chief
  1½-5 years.
- 4977 Fire Truck
  2-5 years.
- 4979 Ambulance
  2-5 years.
Getting around has never been so much fun!

- 5636 Bus
  2-5 years.
- 5637 Garbage Truck
  2-5 years.
- 5638 Postman
  2-5 years.

LEGO® Ville
Big bricks for budding builders

- **6178** My LEGO® DUPLO® Town 2-5 years.
- **5416** DUPLO® Brick Box 1½-5 years.
- **5380** DUPLO® Large Brick Box 1½-5 years.
- **5583** LEGO® DUPLO® Fun with Wheels 2-5 years.
- **5538** LEGO® DUPLO® Creative Bucket 2-5 years.
- **5586** LEGO® DUPLO® Basic Bricks with Fun Figures 2-5 years.
- **2304** Large Green Building Plate 2-5 years.

*New March*
Build your own world!

This is where it all starts - LEGO® building sets are your gateway to great LEGO building fun! With a lot of fun building ideas, a huge variety of colourful bricks and exciting play themes, LEGO bricks really do offer you a whole lot more!

5539 LEGO® Creative Bucket From 4 years.

6191 LEGO® Fire Fighter Building Set 4-7 years.

6192 LEGO® Pirate Building Set 4-7 years.

6193 LEGO® Castle Building Set 4-7 years.

6166 LEGO® Large Brick Box From 4 years.

6161 LEGO® Brick Box From 4 years.
LEGO® Basic Bricks with Fun Figures
From 4 years.

628 Building Plate
(48 x 48 studs)
From 4 years.

New January

5584 LEGO® Fun with Wheels
From 4 years.
Play out your dreams in LEGO® BELVILLE™!

Have you always wanted to raise a dog and a little puppy or compete in a horse jumping competition? Now you can with LEGO® BELVILLE™. You can own your very own stable: Groom, feed and water your horses. And you can even run a household: make a great family meal, grill out on the barbecue, and feed and put the baby to bed.
7587 Horse Jumping
5-10 years.

7586 Sunshine Home
6-10 years.

Lights up

5585 LEGO® Pink Brick Box
From 4 years.
Imagine it – build it with the “3 in 1” LEGO® Creator sets!

6741 Mini Jet 6-12 years.
4837 Mini Trains 6-12 years.
6742 Mini Off-roader 6-12 years.
4996 Beach House 8-12 years.
6745 Propeller Power 7-12 years.

6747 Race Rider 7-12 years.

6743 Street Speeder 6-12 years.
With the "3 in 1" building system, LEGO® Creator is just the starting point. You get three amazingly realistic models, and then you can see where your imagination takes you! Imagine it – build it!
Sail the Seven Seas looking for treasure and adventure with a rag-tag group of crafty pirates led by the fearsome Brickbeard! But beware, dangerous creatures are lurking and the King's Navy will do everything it can to stop you!
LEGO City
Build it bigger with LEGO® City!

All New January
LEGO® City is booming and the construction crews are working around the clock to fit the building sections together and finish everything off in time for the next job!
A house in LEGO® City is burning!

There is a Four-Alarm fire downtown and the heat is on. Can you help the brave fireman put out the flames and rescue the cat trapped in the apartment?
FIRE ALARM!

7942 Fire Pick-up Truck
5-12 years.

7241 Fire Car
5-12 years.

7239 Fire Truck
5-12 years.

7945 Fire Station
5-12 years.
Attention all units, robbery in progress! Be a part of the LEGO® City police force and catch the bad guys! You can even take the police truck out on a secret surveillance mission.

7743 Police Truck
5-12 years.

7741 Police Helicopter
5-12 years.

7744 Police Station
6-12 years.

7235 Police MC
5-12 years.
Be part of the force!
Another great day on the farm!

LEGO® City farms are busier than ever! The farmers are working the fields using their tractors while the farm hands are busy in the silos and barns - and taking care of all of the farm animals.
transport it!

7993 Service Station 5-12 years.
7991 Garbage Truck 5-12 years.
7990 Concrete Mixer 5-12 years.
8401 LEGO City Minifigure Collection 5-12 years.
7280 Straight & Crossroad 5-12 years.
7281 T-Junction & Curve 5-12 years.

New January

Octan
Octan
“SOS, we’re sinking!” There’s an emergency at sea and only you can help the LEGO® City Coast Guard. Crash through the waves in a coast guard boat or go on a daring helicopter rescue and be a real hero!

To The Rescue!!!
LEGO CITY

5610 Builder
5-12 years.

5612 Police Officer
5-12 years.

8398 BBQ Stand
5-12 years.

5613 Firefighter
5-12 years.

5620 Street Cleaner
5-12 years.

LEGO PIRATES

8397 Pirate Survival
5-12 years.

8396 Soldier's Arsenal
5-12 years.

New January

LEGO CASTLE

5615 The Knight
5-12 years.
Mysterious tremors are threatening the planet.
A team of heroic scientists, engineers and diggers have been sent to find the source of the tremors by digging down to depths no human has ever reached.
Far below the surface, the Power Miners discover more mysteries – crystals buried in the earth and rock monsters that eat the crystals...
What connection do they have to the tremors? Can the Power Miners find out in time to save the earth?

www.lego.com/powerminers
**Doc**
- Power Miners leader and determined to discover source of tremors.
- He’s seen the world and lots of adventure.

**Brains**
- Although he’s anxious to save the world from the tremors, he’s fascinated by the rock creatures.
- He’d love to capture some alive, so he could learn all about them.

**Duke**
- A veteran miner, Duke has dug for gold and diamonds around the globe.
- He’s survived all mining dangers, but he’s never seen anything like the rock monsters!

**Rex**
- A top engineer, he worked on the giant geo-thermal power station in the Earth’s core.
- He’s designed most of the Power Miners’ vehicles and constantly battles Firox who sabotages his machines.

---

**Firox**
- Sneaky and curious, Firox loves to play tricks.
- Steals Power Miners’ tools and messes up their machines.
- Fastest monster, almost impossible to catch.

**Glaciator**
- Nasty and evil - feared by the other rock monsters.
- Gets Boulderax or Meltrox to fight for him while he eats crystals.
- If the Power Miners are in trouble, Glaciator is behind it somehow!

**Meltrox**
- Angry, destructive and full of rage!
- Always the first to fight, even when there are crystals nearby.

**Boulderax**
- Strong, slow, and dumb as a rock - will fight a Thunder Driller for fun!
- He forgets to take crystals sometimes when he’s bashing Power Miners’ equipment!

**Sulfurix**
- Clever and sly - appears where you least expect him.
- Makes tunnels by melting through rock and can eat crystals before the Power Miners can get there.
BENEATH THE SURFACE
Mysterious tremors shake the world!
A team of heroic engineers and miners
tunnels deep into the Earth’s surface
to find its source!

We’ve broken through!

Move out, team.
Let’s find out what’s
shaking things up.

Hey, look at this!

KRACK

I’ve got
another theory ...

These crystals give
off energy. Are they
causing the tremors?

Maybe it’s one of
those guys.

The strange creature devours the
crystal and goes into a frenzy,
digging wildly for more!
They're bringing down the cave!

Or maybe a whole lot of them!

Gather up the crystals before they shake this place apart!

Built for digging, the powerful mining vehicles have a new task!

We're on it!

Gotcha, you little varmints!

Fascinating! Each colour of creature has its own personality and abilities.

Less talking, more action! We've got a surface world to save!

To be continued ... at www.LEGO.com/powerminers
2009 marks the 10th anniversary of LEGO® Star Wars™! To celebrate this historic event, LEGO Star Wars is rolling out fantastic new models based on the blockbuster film Star Wars: The Clone Wars and special anniversary models from the original movies. Featuring cool new The Clone Wars minifigures and the evil lord of the Sith himself, Darth Vader, LEGO Star Wars takes classic Star Wars action and adventure to the next level!

The Separatist Armoured Assault Tank glides swiftly across The Clone Wars battlefield until Jedi Master Yoda appears. Using the Force, Yoda turns the tide of battle!
Guided by Jedi Master Mace Windu, the agile Republic Attack Shuttle unleashes its incredible firepower as it blasts into the battle.
2008 was a first for Star Wars™ and LEGO® Star Wars fans. Star Wars: The Clone Wars is the untold, highly-anticipated animated movie featuring the war between the Separatists and the Republic.
Slam the car away and watch as the doors turn into wings when the Wing Jumper hits the ramp.
With pull-back motors or power launchers, these power racers are ready to race! 3, 2, 1... let's go!

Motor Action

8165 Monster Jumper
7-12 years.

8164 Extreme Wheelie
7-12 years.

Motor Action

8167 Jump Riders
8-12 years.

Jump Action

Combine them to create a cool racing car.
Join the legendary Ferrari racing team as it continues to set the pace as the world's best racing team.

Ferrari, all associated logos and the distinctive designs are trademarks of Ferrari S.p.A. The body of the Ferrari car is protected as Ferrari property under trade dress and/or design regulations.
Take control of this awesome remote-controlled racing car with big spoiler, huge air intake, and big engine - make your LEGO bricks move!
BIONICLE

All New January

FIRE GLATORIAN
8979 Malum
7-16 years.

ICE GLATORIAN
8982 Strakk
7-16 years.

JUNGLE GLATORIAN
8980 Gresh
7-16 years.

SHOOTING FUNCTION
Honour and Glory

On the desert world of Bara Magna, where there are so many Agori villagers and so few resources, a war would be devastating. To avoid that, the villagers settle their differences with the help of the Glatorian, powerful warriors who fight for glory, new weapons and armour.

The fiercest Glatorian of them all is the Skrall, the black-armoured stone tribe. They dominate Glatorian matches and seem willing to take whatever they want, whenever they want. Is there no one to stop them?

EARTH GLATORIAN
8983 Vorox
7-16 years.

WATER GLATORIAN
8981 Tarix
7-16 years.

STONE GLATORIAN
8978 Skrall
7-16 years.
Entering the Arena

The Agorí villagers and their Glatorian gather once a year in the village of Atero to compete in a tournament to determine the best fighter on Bara Magna!
Riding across the desert sands on his rock steed, the fierce hunter Fero searches for Glatorian to capture and bring back to his rock tribe, Roxtus! Anyone who manages to avoid his spiky Thornax launcher must deal with Skirmix's stinger tail and jaws.

8990 Fero and Skirmix
8-16 years.

Leading his rock tribe legions on a quest to conquer all of Bara Magna, Tuma is a massive warrior and master of sword and spiky Thornax launcher. With an enormous blade and armor, attacking him is a dangerous business.

8991 Tuma
8-16 years.
Challenge your friends to battle!

Get your friend to zero first and you win! And add multiple figures for an even greater challenge!
How to build with LEGO® MINDSTORMS® NXT!

1. Build
2. Program
3. GO!

LEGO® MINDSTORMS® NXT
MINDSTORMS® NXT features an intelligent brick with a microcomputer brain, numerous sensors and easy-to-use "drag and drop" programming software enabling you to build robots in your own home. With the Quick Start Guide you will have a robot ready for action within 30 minutes. MINDSTORMS NXT empowers you to build and program robots that do what you want!

- Touch sensor
  Enables the robot to feel and react to its environment

- Interactive Servo Motors
  Ensures that the robot moves with precision

- NXT
  The most intelligent brick – a stronger LEGO® microcomputer

- Sound sensor
  Enables the robot to hear and react to sound

- Light sensor
  Enables the robot to detect light and colour

- Ultrasonic sensor
  Enables the robot to see

Program robot actions on your computer

8527 LEGO® MINDSTORMS® NXT
From 10 years.

www.mindstorms.com
LEGO TECHNIC

...just like the real thing!

8261 Rally Truck 8-14 years.

8262 Quad-Bike 9-16 years.

8256 Go-Kart 8-14 years.

All New February
8259
Mini Bulldozer
From 7-14 years

8264
Hauler
9-16 years.

Motorized trailer bed

Motor
Battery box
Lego Technic...

...just like the real thing!

Lego Technic are true-to-life models with realistic functions that provide you with an exceptionally authentic building challenge. Bring your models to life with the Power Functions system!

8292 Cherry Picker
9-16 years.

8290 Mini Forklift
From 7-14 years.

8295 Telescopic Handler
10-16 years.

Lift nearly anything with this heavy-duty telescopic handler! It’s full of realistic functions such as a hydraulic actuator that raises and lowers the telescopic boom, front-end stabilisers and four-wheel steering.
Motorize your model!

Use this supplementary power set, featuring motor, battery box, light cable and pole switch, to power up your LEGO Technic creations and bring them to life.

8293
Power Functions
Motor Set
9-16 years.

39 cm

Included:
- Motor
- Battery Box
- Switch
- LED Lights
- Motorized suspension - up/down
- Motorized winch

8297
Off Roader
11-16 years.

This advanced, muscular two-seat off roader is the real deal. Use the Power Functions to adjust the vehicle’s ground clearance, operate the front winch or turn on the bright LED headlights.

LED Working headlights